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a b s t r a c t 

Most current trackers utilise an appearance model to localise the target object in each frame. However, 

such approaches often fail when there are similar looking distractor objects in the surrounding back- 

ground. This paper promotes an approach that can be combined with many existing trackers to tackle 

this issue and improve tracking robustness. The proposed approach makes use of two additional cues to 

target location: shape cues which are exploited through offline training of the appearance model, and 

motion cues which are exploited online to predict the target object’s future position based on its history 

of past locations. Combining these additional mechanisms with the existing trackers SiamFC, SiamFC++, 

Super_DiMP and ARSuper_DiMP all resulted in an increase in the tracking accuracy compared to that 

achieved by the corresponding underlying tracker alone. When combined with ARSuper_DiMP the re- 

sulting tracker is shown to outperform all popular state-of-the-art trackers on three benchmark datasets 

(OTB-100, NFS, and LaSOT), and produce performance that is competitive with the state-of-the-art on the 

UAV123, Trackingnet, GOT-10K and VOT2020 datasets. 

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license 

( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 
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. Introduction 

Visual tracking is a fundamental task in computer vision with 

umerous applications in surveillance [1,2] , self-driving vehicles 

3,4] , and UAV-based monitoring [5,6] . It is the task of locating 

he same moving object in each frame of a video sequence, given 

nly the initial appearance of the target object. Traditional track- 

rs [7–10] often employed a motion prior, obtained by a Kalman 

lter or particle filter, as an additional cue to infer the location 

f the target. However, modern tracking datasets contain many se- 

uences with random camera motion, which causes most motion 

odels to fail [11] . This has resulted in most modern trackers sim- 

ly searching for the target around the location at which it ap- 

eared in the previous frame, and otherwise relying entirely on ap- 

earance modelling. The availability of discriminative appearance 

escriptors, such as Histogram of Oriented Gradients [12] , color 

ames [13] and deep features, mean that most modern trackers 

reat visual tracking as a classification problem. By learning an ap- 

earance model of the target from the initial frame, the trackers 

istinguish the target from background by a cross-correlation op- 

ration and predict its location in the following frames. Although 
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hey ignore additional information such as motion, these Tracking- 

y-Detection methods achieve impressive performance. However, 

hey can fail when the appearance model misidentifies a similar- 

ooking object (a “distractor”) as the target. Even the recent state- 

f-the-art tracker, Super_DiMP 1 , which fully exploits (through end- 

o-end offline training and online meta-learning) both target and 

ackground appearance information, is still fooled by distractors as 

hown in Fig. 1 (b). 

It is well-known that deep models are data-hungry. Training 

rackers with bigger datasets could potentially improve perfor- 

ance as the new trained model could extract more discrimina- 

ive features of the target and distractors, allowing the target to 

e more likely matched to the correct location. One method to 

ncrease the amount, and diversity, of available training data for 

eep models is data augmentation. A recent study [16] demon- 

trated that ImageNet-trained CNNs are biased toward making cat- 

gorisation decisions based on texture cues rather than shape 

ues. This work also showed that CNNs could be trained to in- 

rease sensitivity to shape cues using a data augmentation tech- 

ique based on neural style transfer and that this would improve 

ccuracy and robustness both of object classification and detec- 
1 Super_DiMP combines the bounding-box regressor of PrDiMP [14] with the 

tandard DiMP classifier [15] . Code for this tracker is available at https://github.com/ 

isionml/pytracking/ 

under the CC BY-NC-ND license 
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Fig. 1. Comparison of our approach with Super_DiMP on two hard scenarios. (a) shows the search region of the current video frame. The green rectangle is the ground truth 

location of the tracked target object and the red dashed line is the trajectory of the target in last five frames generated by its previous locations (red points) predicted by 

Super_DiMP. (b), (c) and (d) are score maps produced by Super_DiMP, by Super_DiMP trained to be more sensitive to shape cues, and by Super_DiMP trained to be more 

sensitive to shape cues and using the proposed motion method. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version 

of this article.) 
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ion. A VGG19 [17] model trained with the same data augmen- 

ation method was found to extract more discriminative features 

hat improve the performance of template matching methods [18] . 

onsidering the Tracking-by-Detection based trackers use template 

atching technique to classify the target, these results suggest that 

he same data augmentation method could potentially also im- 

rove the matching performance in these trackers. In this article 

e verified this assumption by training trackers with different de- 

rees of shape sensitivity. Our results show that training them to 

earn about texture cues while biasing them to be more sensitive 

o shape cues, can improve tracking performance. 

However, only using the appearance model to identify the 

racked object is insufficient to achieve robust results. As shown in 

ig. 1 (c), increasing shape sensitivity of Super_DiMP can improve 

he match between the appearance model and the target, but it is 

till not always possible to distinguish the target from similar look- 

ng distractors. In these examples the previous velocities of both 

argets are stable and their movements are nearly linear ( Fig. 1 (a)), 

nd hence, such motion information can be used to identify the 

rue location of the target. Inspired by this observation, this paper 

roposes a sophisticated location predictor for online inference us- 

ng motion cues to improve the robustness of tracking. A motion 

odule is developed to generate a probabilistic map that the ob- 

ect is present at a certain location in the searching region, based 

n the state estimated by a Kalman filter. Different from previ- 

us approaches, we estimate the movement of the background be- 

ween two consecutive frames and use this global movement to 

ompensate for the motion of the camera, and improve the robust- 

ess of the Kalman filter. The resulting probabilistic map narrows- 

own the range of locations where the target might appear in the 

urrent frame. 

Our main contributions are summarised as follows: 

• We demonstrate that current state-of-the-art trackers are bi- 

ased towards texture cues. Furthermore, we show that perfor- 

mance can be improved by allowing trackers to learn about tex- 

ture cues while biasing them to be more sensitive to shape in- 

formation. 
• We propose a novel motion predictor, that can cope with ran- 

dom camera movements, to provide an estimate of the target 

location based on its previous locations. We demonstrate that 

this motion model can make the identification of the target 

more reliable. 
2 
• We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach by inte- 

grating shape and motion cues with the recent state-of-the- 

art tracker ARsuper_DiMP [19] . The resulting tracker achieves 

new state-of-the-art performance on three benchmark datasets: 

OTB-100 [20] , NFS [21] , and LaSOT [22] . 
• When integrated with three alternative trackers, Super_DiMP 

[23] , SiamFC [24] and SiamFC++ [25] , in all cases the perfor- 

mance of the underlying tracker is improved. This indicates that 

the proposed method is, potentially, a general approach that 

could be used to improve the performance of most current vi- 

sual trackers. 

. Related work 

The Tracking-by-Detection architecture is widely used in recent 

rackers [14,15,19,24–43] . These algorithms exploit the representa- 

ions produced by deep learning using end-to-end offline training, 

nd can be sub-divided into generative trackers [24–35] and dis- 

riminative trackers [14,15,19,36–43] . The former formulate object 

racking as a cross correlation problem in deep feature space and 

earn a similarity metric offline by training a Y-shaped network 

ontaining two branches, one for the object template and the other 

or the search region. This approach is exemplified by Siamese net- 

ork based trackers which have gained significant attention due 

o their promising performance and efficiency. However, they typi- 

ally employ a fixed target template and do not model background 

nformation, which consequently results in incorrect tracking when 

here is a similar looking object in the background or a signifi- 

ant change of the target appearance. Despite appearance updat- 

ng strategies [26,30,33,35] that have been recently introduced into 

iamese network based trackers, their performance is still below 

hat of discriminative trackers. 

The discriminative trackers are exemplified by learning a dis- 

riminative classifier online to distinguish the target from the back- 

round. These trackers [14,15,19,38,40,41] employ a meta-learning 

ormulation to predict the weights of the classification layer. This 

nables discriminative trackers to achieve state-of-the-art results 

n many benchmarks. Despite discriminative trackers learning an 

ppearance model using background information, the appearance 

odel is still unable to deal with cases that contain highly similar 

ooking distractors (as shown in Fig. 1 ). 

Tracking failures caused by a similar-looking location being 

isidentified as the target, indicates that only using the appear- 
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Table 1 

The different training strategies used to produce four Super_DiMP models 

with different degrees of shape bias. DS and SDS are abbreviations for the 

original training dataset and the Stylised-training dataset respectively. Rank- 

ing describes the relative shape sensitivity. 

Name Training Fine-tuning Ranking 

Model_A DS - 4 

Model_B SDS - 1 

Model_C DS + SDS - 2 

Model_D DS + SDS DS 3 
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[

nce model to identify the tracked object is insufficient to achieve 

obust results. Some existing methods attempt to address this is- 

ue by taking motion cues into consideration. For example, Gladh 

t al. [39] use deep motion features extracted from optical flow 

mages together with appearance features to generate the target 

odel. Wang et al. [44] predict the approximate location of the 

arget by decoupling camera motion and object motion to create 

n adaptive search region. 

Other methods attempt to address this issue by introducing at- 

ention mechanisms. For example, RAR [45] employed a hierarchi- 

al attention module to leverage both inter- and intra-frame at- 

ention at each convolutional layer which effectively highlighted 

nformative representations and suppressed distractors. SiamGAT 

46] employed a graph attention module to replace the cross- 

orrelation operation, that is common in Siamese trackers, for 

art-to-part matching which effectively passed target informa- 

ion from the template to the search region. TrDiMP [41] pro- 

osed an appearance model generator using a transformer [47] , 

he transformer-encoder promotes the previous appearance mod- 

ls via attention based feature reinforcement to acquire more com- 

act target representations while the transformer-decoder gener- 

tes the appearance model for the current frame. TransT [48] de- 

eloped a Transformer-like fusion module to combine the template 

nd search region features solely using attention instead of corre- 

ation. STMTrack [49] created a space-time memory network in- 

pired by non-local self-attention [50] to fully use historical infor- 

ation about the target to better adapt to appearance variations 

uring tracking [51] . presented a new tracking architecture with 

n encoder-decoder transformer. The encoder models the global 

patio-temporal feature dependencies between target objects and 

earch regions, while the decoder learns a query embedding to 

redict the spatial positions of the target objects. 

Some approaches take into account the information about 

ossible distractors. For example, DaSiamRPN [28] proposed a 

istractor-aware feature learning scheme to boost the discrimina- 

ive power of the networks during off-line training, and also a 

ovel distractor-aware module to suppress distractors during on- 

ine tracking. KYS [38] presented an end-to-end learning architec- 

ure, where the encoding of image regions is learned and prop- 

gated by appearance-based dense tracking between frames. The 

nal prediction is then obtained by combining the explicit back- 

round representation with the appearance model output. Nocal- 

iam [52] proposed a target-aware non-local attention module to 

ointly refine visual features of the target and search branches 

hich suppressed distractors [53] . developed a novel tracking ar- 

hitecture that detects distractors in every frame. These are rep- 

esented as additional appearance models with the same size as 

he target appearance model. The predicted location of the target 

n the next frame takes into consideration not only the tracked 

bject, but also the distractors using a inference process known 

s explaining away. As a consequence, matches between the tar- 

et appearance model and the surrounding background are sup- 

ressed, and the identification of the target is more reliable. 

Other distractor-suppression techniques had been proposed for 

pecific tracking architectures, but would be difficult to incorpo- 

ate in modern Tracking-by-Detection approaches. For example, 

54] developed an on-line feature ranking mechanism to select the 

op-ranked appearance features for the trackers based on color his- 

ogram. TLD [55] proposed the Tracking-Learning-Detection archi- 

ecture which implemented a P-N learning mechanism to exploit 

patio-temporal relationships in the video. Siam-RCNN [56] pro- 

osed a Siamese re-detection architecture with a novel Tracklet 

ynamic Programming Algorithm to simultaneously track all po- 

ential objects and select the best object in the current timestep 

ased on the complete history of all target and distractor object 

racklets [57] . proposed a novel hard negative mining method to 
3

uppress distractors for long-term tracking which enhanced the 

arget identification ability of a verification network. 

In contrast, we present distractor-suppression methods that are 

pplicable to all modern Tracking-by-Detection based trackers. A 

ecent study showed that ImageNet-trained CNNs are strongly bi- 

sed towards recognising textures cue rather than shapes cues 

16] . This study also demonstrated that the same standard archi- 

ecture (ResNet-50 [58] ) that learns a texture-based representation 

n ImageNet is able to learn a shape-based representation when 

rained on Stylised-ImageNet: a version of ImageNet that replaces 

he texture in the original image with the style of a randomly se- 

ected painting through AdaIN style transfer [59] . This new shape- 

ensitive model was found to be more accurate and robust in 

oth object classification and detection tasks. A VGG-19 [17] model 

rained with same data augmentation method was found to extract 

ore discriminative features that improve the performance of tem- 

late matching methods [18] . Yingwei et al [60] proposed a new 

raining method that provides the corresponding supervisions from 

hape and texture simultaneously which improved model perfor- 

ance on several image recognition benchmarks and enhanced ad- 

ersarial robustness. Inspired by these findings, in this paper we 

rained four trackers with different degrees of shape sensitivity. 

he new shape sensitive models were found to have better track- 

ng performance. 

We further use motion cues, ignored in current approaches, 

ith our tracker. We estimate the movement of the background 

etween two frames and a Kalman filter takes the global move- 

ent as input every frame to compensate for the motion of the 

amera, and thus improves its robustness. The state estimated by 

he filter is used to generate a probabilistic map of the predicted 

arget location in the search region. This is combined with the 

core map produced by the tracker’s appearance model, to improve 

he estimate of the targets position in the current frame. 

. Proposed method 

We first trained four Super_DiMP models with different shape 

ensitivity to determine the best balance between texture and 

hape bias, as described in Section 3.1 . The resulting, shape-biased, 

ersion of Super_DiMP was then modified to incorporate the pro- 

osed motion module, as described in Section 3.3 . 

.1. Training super_DiMP with stylised-dataset 

Super_DiMP was trained with the training splits of LaSOT [22] , 

OT10k [61] , Trackingnet [62] and MSCOCO [63] . The correspond- 

ng styled training datasets were generated by applying AdaIN style 

ransfer [16] . As shown in Fig. 2 , after applying AdaIN style trans- 

er local texture cues tend to be modified while the global shape 

ends to be retained. We followed the procedure used in [16] to 

efine four training regimes, see Table 1 , that would result in dif- 

erent degrees of shape selectivity. 

Model_A was trained using the standard training dataset 

we used the pretrained Super_DiMP model from pytracking 

23] model zoo) which has the least shape bias. Model_B was 
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Fig. 2. Visualisation of Stylised-training dataset. Top row: three randomly selected consecutive frames. Bottom row: corresponding images in the stylised-training dataset, 

with textures selected randomly from ten different painting styles. The tracking object is within the green bounding box. (For interpretation of the references to colour in 

this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 3. An example of a sequence recorded using a unsteady hand-held camera. The green box is the ground truth bounding box of the target. The blue box is predicted by a 

Kalman filter with the proposed global movement estimation method, while the red box is predicted by the same Kalman filter but without the proposed global movement 

estimation method. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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K

rained on the Stylizsed dataset and thus has the most shape bias. 

odel_C was trained on a dataset containing the images from both 

he standard and Stylised dataset. Model_D was initialised with the 

eights of Model_C and then fine-tuning on the standard dataset 

or 34 epochs using a learning rate of 4 × 10 −5 multiplied by 0.2 

fter 7 epochs. Therefore Model_C and Model_D have intermediate 

evels of shape bias, with model_D being less selective to shape 

han Model_C. The learning rate was 2 × 10 −4 multiplied by 0.2 

fter every 15 epochs for Model_B and after every 7 epochs for 

odel_C. The number of training epochs was 50 for Model_B and 

5 for Model_C (as the dataset used to train Model_C was twice as 

arge as that used to train Model_B the number of weight updates 

as the same for both models). The official settings were used for 

ll other training hyper-parameters for each model [23] . 

.2. Motion prediction 

Background movements are inevitable in some tracking se- 

uences, especially for videos recorded using hand-held or vehicle- 

ounted cameras, where camera shake can result in large and 

npredictable global movements between frames. In such circum- 

tances most motion models fail to produce an accurate estimate 

f the object location, as illustrated for a Kalman filter in Fig. 3 .

o solve this problem, the proposed motion module estimates, and 

iscounts, the global motion caused by camera movement first. 

his is achieved by matching keypoints across successive frames to 
4 
stimate the global image motion caused by the camera. A pair of 

atched keypoints between frame t and t − 1 is the one which the 

imilarity of their descriptors is more than 0.8. The global move- 

ent between the two frames is estimated as: 

x t | t −1 , y t | t −1 ) = 

∑ n 
i =1 (p t,i − p t−1 ,i ) 

n 

(1) 

here x t | t −1 and y t | t −1 are component movements in the x − and 

 − directions, i is the index over the number of matched pairs n ,

 t,i represents the coordinates of a keypoint in frame t and its 

atched location in frame t − 1 is p t−1 ,i . Keypoints and descrip- 

ors are obtained using self-evolving keypoint detection and de- 

cription (SEKD) which is the current state-of-the-art method [64] . 

his method is based on a deep neural network and runs much 

aster than hand-crafted methods such SIFT [65] , SURF [66] and 

RB [67] . 500 keypoints were detected in every frame. Note, that 

ll matched keypoints were used to estimate global motion, as it 

as found that the additional computational burden imposed by 

nding those matches that were consistent with the same transfor- 

ation, for example using the RANSAC algorithm, was significant 

hile the resulting improvement in accuracy was insignificant. 

The state of the target is formulated as a 4-dimensional vector 

 = 

(
x, y, v x , v y 

)
. Where (x, y ) represents the centre of the target, 

nd v x and v y are component velocities in the x − and y − direc- 

ions. The center is initialised to the ground-truth values of the 

rst frame, while the velocities are initialised to zero. We use a 

alman filter with the Constant Velocity Model [68] to predict the 
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Algorithm 1 Motion module loop. 

Require: Current frame im t and target center location estimated 

by the tracker ( ̇ x t , ˙ y t ); 

Ensure: The estimated state s̄ t ; 

1: Detect keypoints in first frame; 

2: Initialise Kalman filter with the ground truth center location; 

3: for t = 2 to n do 

4: Detect keypoints in im t ; 

5: Calculate matched points p t , p t−1 between im t and im t−1 ; 

6: Estimate background movement using Eq. 1; 

7: Estimate state s̄ t and update with the background move- 

ment using Eq. 2 and 3 

8: Estimate P̄ t using Eq. 4; 

9: if t � n s then 

10: Update the Kalman filter with ( ̇ x t , ˙ y t ) using Eq 5,6 and 7; 

11: else 

12: Reset the Kalman filter with initial state s̄ t = 

( ̇ x t , ˙ y t , v xt , v yt ) ; 

13: end if 

14: end for 
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bject state. A Kalman filter was preferred to a particle filter be- 

ause of the computational complexity, and issues with degener- 

cy and divergence, of a particle filter. The estimated function of 

he Kalman filter is shown in Eqs. (2) and (3) : 

¯ t = Fs t−1 (2) 

¯ t (x t , y t ) = s̄ t (x t + x t | t −1 , y t + y t | t −1 ) (3) 

here s̄ t is the estimated state given observations up to time t − 1 , 

 t−1 is the optimal result of its previous state, and F is the tran-

ition matrix. x t | t −1 and y t | t −1 are the component movements in 

he x − and y − directions calculated by Eq. (1) , and are used in

q. (3) to remove the influence of background movement. 

The covariance corresponding to the process result is predicted 

sing: 

¯
 t = FP t−1 F 

T + Q (4) 

here P̄ t is a prediction of the covariance corresponding to the 

tate s t and P t−1 is the covariance for the previous optimised 

tate s t−1 . Q is the covariance matrix of system noise which is as- 

umed to be the Discrete Constant White Noise Model with vari- 

nce 0 . 04 2 . 

The estimated state s̄ t is then optimised using the correspond- 

ng observation, i.e. the result estimated by the estimater of the 

racker for frame t: 

 t = s̄ t + K t ( O t − H ̄s t ) (5) 

here O t is the observation obtained from the underlying tracker 

.e the object location ( ̇ x t , ˙ y t ) made by using the appearance model 

f tracked target. H is the observation matrix. K t is the Kalman 

ain at frame t defined by: 

 t = 

P̄ t H 

T 

H ̄P t H 

T + R 

(6) 

here R is the covariance matrix of the measurement noise (as- 

umed to be Gaussian with variance 0 . 35 2 ). 

The covariance is updated as follows: 

 t = (I − K t H ) ̄P t (7) 

here I is an identity matrix. 

A Kalman filter can only handle linear and Gaussian systems, 

owever the behaviour of most tracking targets are nonlinear and 

nknown. Therefore, in some sequences where the velocity of the 

bject changes significantly, the Kalman filter is unable to predict 

he target location for a period. To solve this problem, Wang et al 

44] proposed a method that separates a long video into several 

hort pieces. Following the same approach, we reset the filter every 

 s (a value of 20 was used) frames. At the end of each twentieth

rame, the target’s state is set to ( ̇ x t , ˙ y t , v xt , v yt ), where ( v xt , v yt ) are

he velocities in s t . The whole process of the motion module is 

ummarised by Algorithm 1 . 

.3. Predictor with motion guide 

The motion module is integrated with a tracker as illustrated in 

ig. 4 . During online inference, both generative and discriminative 

rackers (see Section 2 ) predict a scalar confidence score S (X ) ∈ R

iven a search region of an image X . The score map is defined as:

 (X ) = A ∗ φ(X ) (8) 

ere, φ(X ) are the features extracted from the search region of the 

mage, commonly by a CNN. A is the target appearance model. For 

iamese trackers it represents the features of the template Z , i.e. 

 = φ(Z ) . For DCF trackers it is the convolution kernel which is

rained online. ∗ represents the cross-correlation operation. 
5 
The score map measures the similarity between an appearance 

odel and the deep features extracted from the current video 

rame. The tracker estimates the target object’s location by finding 

he location of the maximum in the score map. If the appearance 

f the target is distinctive there will only be one peak in the score 

ap. However, if there are similar looking distractors in the search 

egion, the score map will have multiple peaks. To be specific, a 

eak is defined as a local maximum (within a 3-by-3 neighbour- 

ood) that has a value over a global threshold which is set to g (a

alue of 0.85 was used) times the max value of the score map. 

Based on the state s̄ t (x t , y t , v xt , v yt ) of frame t estimated by the

otion module, its corresponding location ( ̂  x t , ̂  y t ) within search 

egion X is determined. A motion probabilitic map P (X ) with the 

ame size as X is generated using a two-dimensional circular- 

ymmetric Gaussian function centred at ( ̂  x t , ̂  y t ) and with standard 

eviation σg (a value of 0.5 was used). If the score map, S (X ) , of

rame t has multiple peaks, it is filtered by: 

 (X ) = S (X ) � P (X ) (9) 

 (X ) = S (X ) × a 

b 
(10) 

here � represents element-wise multiplication, and a and b are 

he maximum of S (X ) before and after applying Eq. (9) respec- 

ively. Super_DiMP checks the maximum of S (X ) every frame, if 

he value is below a threshold that is interpreted as a tracking 

ailure, the tracker does not update the location of the target, and 

utputs the same predicted bounding box as the last frame. To pre- 

ent the maximum value being effected by the element-wise mul- 

iplication used in Eq. (9), Eq. (10) is used to ensure the combined 

core map has the same maximum value as it did before applying 

he multiplication. 

Occasionally, when the target rapidly changes velocity, the 

alman filter may fail to accurately predict its location. To avoid 

his causing a reduction in tracking performance, we only combine 

he appearance score map and the motion probabilistic map using 

qs. (9) and Eq. (10) if the previous motion of the target has been

ear linear. Specifically, we require the standard deviation of the 

ngles between the velocities and the x − direction, over the last 

 p (default value is 5) frames to be within σa (a value of 10 was 

sed) degrees. 

The complete proposed tracker is summarised by Algorithm 2 . 
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Fig. 4. An overview of the proposed tracking architecture. The motion module detects keypoints every frame and the movement of the background between frame t and 

t − 1 is estimated by averaging the distances between the matched keypoints of the two frames. A Kalman filter then updates using the global movement and current state 

from the estimater. Based on the predicted state, the motion module outputs a probabilistic map. The predictor uses the motion probabilistic map to suppress distractors. 

Note: the original score map generated by the tracker is the same size as the image features φ(X ) , while the final score map is upsampled to the size of the input image. 

Algorithm 2 Tracking loop. 

Require: The ground-truth bounding box of the target in first 

frame, current frame im t ; 

Ensure: The predicted bounding box of target in every frame; 

1: Initialise underlying tracker and Algorithm 1 using the ground- 

truth bounding box; 

2: for t = 2 to n do 

3: Estimate current state s̄ t by executing the step 4 to 8 of Al- 

gorithm 1; 

4: Generate the score map S (X ) by the classifier in the under- 

lying tracker; 

5: Find the number of peaks, m , in S (X ) ; 

6: if m > 1 then 

7: Calculate the angles, a , over the last n p frames; 

8: if a.std() < σa then 

9: Modify S (X ) using Eq. 9 and 10; 

10: end if 

11: end if 

12: Estimate the predicted bounding box by the estimator in the 

underlying tracker using S (X ) ; 

13: Execute the step 9 to 13 of Algorithm 1 using the predicted 

bounding box; 

14: end for 
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. Experiments 

To evaluate the proposed methods, we use Super_DiMP 

23] and ARSuper_DiMP [19] as baseline trackers. Super_DiMP was 

nitially trained with both standard and styled datasets, to find 

he degree of shape bias that produced the best performance 

see results in Section 4.1 ). This re-trained version of Super_DiMP 

as then integrated with the proposed motion module. As ARSu- 

er_DiMP uses an Alpha-Refine module to improve the accuracy 

f the bounding boxes predicted by Super_DiMP, the re-trained 

uper_DiMP was also employed in it and the hyper-parameters 

sed by the motion module were tuned using Super_DiMP and 

e-used for ARSuper_DiMP. The resulting trackers, termed as Su- 

er_Cues_DiMP and ARSuper_Cues_DiMP, were evaluated using the 

ollowing seven tracking benchmarks (see results in Section 4.2 ): 

OTB-100 [20] This is the first modern benchmark for single ob- 

ject tracking and has been used extensively to evaluate vi- 

sual trackers. It contains 100 videos with more than 59K 
frames. a

6

UAV123 [69] This is a large dataset captured from low-altitude 

UAVs. It contains over 110K frames and 123 videos. It is quite 

challenging due to small tracked objects and fast motion. 

NFS [21] This dataset contains 100 videos captured using a high 

frame rate (240 FPS) camera. We perform our experiments 

using the 30 FPS version of this dataset in which videos have 

an average length of 479 frames. 

LaSOT Fan et al. [22] The large-scale LaSOT dataset contains 280 

videos in its test set. The video sequences, which have an av- 

erage length of 2500 frames, are longer than those in other 

datasets, testing not only the accuracy of the tracker but also 

its robustness. 

Trackingnet Muller et al. [62] This dataset provides over 30K 

videos sampled from YouTube. We report results on its test 

set, consisting of 511 videos with an average of 441 frames 

per sequence. 

GOT-10K Huang et al. [61] This is a recent large-scale dataset 

consisting of 10K video sequences. With this dataset trackers 

are evaluated on 180 videos with 84 object classes and 32 

motions that cover a wide range of common moving objects 

in the wild. 

VOT2020 Kristan et al. [70] The VOT challenge, held yearly, pro- 

vides a precisely defined and repeatable way of comparing 

short-term trackers. VOT2020 contains 60 videos with bi- 

nary segmentation masks as the ground-truth. 

The intersection-over-union (IoU) is calculated between the 

redicted bounding box and the ground truth box. The overall suc- 

ess score is determined by calculating the area under the curve 

AUC) of a success curve produced by varying the threshold (be- 

ween 0 to 1) of IoU that counts as success. The precision score 

s defined as the percentage of frames whose estimated location is 

ithin 20 pixels of the ground truth. The AUC and precision score 

re used for ranking trackers on OTB-100, UAV123, NFS, and Track- 

ngnet. Trackingnet also use normalised precision score (P norm 

), 

lease refer to Muller et al. [62] for details. AUC and P norm 

are com-

only used for LaSOT. For GOT-10K, the results are evaluated in 

erms of average overlap (AO) and success rates (SR 0 . 50 and SR 0 . 75 ) 

he percentage of successfully tracked frames where overlap rates 

re above the given threshold. VOT2020 uses an expected average 

verlap (EAO) as the main metric to rank trackers while their ac- 

uracy and robustness are also considered. 

Due to the stochastic nature of DCF trackers, the results re- 

orted for DiMP-based trackers [14,15,38] are an average over mul- 

iple runs. For OTB-100, NFS, UAV123, and LaSOT, the results were 

veraged over five runs. As Trackingnet results are obtained using 
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Table 2 

Results of four Super_DiMP models with different training strategies on 

three benchmarks. 

Name OTB-100 UAV123 GOT-10K 

AUC AUC AO 

Model_A 70.1 66.5 67.5 

Model_B 70.4 65.3 62.0 

Model_C 69.3 65.0 64.1 

Model_D 70.6 67.7 68.4 

Table 3 

Comparison with State-of-the-art trackers on NFS dataset. The best two results are 

highlighted by red and green. 

Arch. Tracker Succ. Prec. 

Tracking-By- 

Detection 

ATOM [36] 58.0 70.0 

FCOT [40] 63.2 76.1 

DiMP50 [15] 61.5 74.1 

PrDiMP50 [14] 63.5 75.9 

KYS [38] 63.3 76.1 

SiamBAN [71] 59.5 70.0 

TrDiMP [41] 65.8 79.1 

Super_DiMP [23] 64.7 78.1 

ARSuper_DiMP [19] 66.3 80.5 

Super_Cues_DiMP (ours) 65.6 79.5 

ARSuper_Cues_DiMP (ours) 66.5 81.2 

Others STMTrack [49] - - 

TransT [48] 65.7 - 

Siam R-CNN [56] 63.9 - 
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Table 4 

Comparison with State-of-the-art trackers on LaSOT dataset. 

Arch. Tracker Succ. P norm 

Tracking-By- 

Detection 

SiamFC + [25] 55.7 58.9 

ATOM [36] 51.5 57.6 

Nocal-Siam [52] 53.3 - 

FCOT [40] 56.9 67.8 

DiMP50 [15] 56.9 65.0 

PrDiMP50 [14] 59.8 68.8 

SiamBAN [71] 51.4 59.8 

TrDiMP [41] 63.9 - 

Super_DiMP [23] 63.0 71.9 

ARSuper_DiMP [19] 65.3 73.6 

Super_Cues_DiMP 64.5 74.1 

ARSuper_Cues_DiMP 66.7 75.2 

Others STMTrack [49] 60.6 69.3 

TransT [48] 64.9 73.8 

Siam R-CNN [56] 64.8 72.2 

Table 5 

Comparison with State-of-the-art trackers on Trackingnet dataset. 

Arch. Tracker Prec. Pnorm Succ. 

Tracking-By- 

Detection 

SiamFC + [25] 70.5 80.0 75.4 

ATOM [36] 64.8 77.1 70.3 

SiamRPN + [29] 69.4 80.0 73.3 

FCOT [40] 72.3 82.8 75.1 

DiMP50 [15] 68.7 80.1 74.0 

PrDiMP50 [14] 70.4 81.6 75.8 

KYS [38] 68.8 80.0 74.0 

TrDiMP [41] 73.1 83.3 78.4 

Super_DiMP [23] 73.3 83.4 78.1 

ARSuper_DiMP [19] 78.3 85.6 80.5 

Super_Cues_DiMP 74.1 83.7 78.5 

ARSuper_Cues_DiMP 78.7 86.0 80.9 

Others STMTrack [49] 76.7 85.1 80.3 

TransT [48] 80.3 86.7 81.4 

Siam R-CNN [56] 80.0 85.4 81.2 

Table 6 

Comparison with State-of-the-art trackers on GOT-10K dataset. 

Arch. Tracker AO SR 0 . 5 SR 0 . 75 

Tracking-By- 

Detection 

Nocal-Siam [52] 60.1 68.8 - 

FCOT [40] 64.0 76.3 51.7 

DiMP50 [15] 61.1 71.7 49.2 

PrDiMP50 [14] 63.4 73.8 54.3 

KYS [38] 63.6 75.1 51.5 

TrDiMP [41] 68.8 80.5 59.7 

Super_DiMP [23] 67.5 78.8 59.5 

ARSuper_DiMP [19] 70.1 80.0 64.2 

Super_Cues_DiMP 68.5 79.7 60.7 

ARSuper_Cues_DiMP 70.5 80.0 65.3 

Others STMTrack [49] 64.2 73.7 57.5 

TransT [48] 72.3 82.4 68.2 

Siam R-CNN [56] 64.9 72.8 59.7 
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A

n online evaluation server, only a single run was used. For GOT- 

0K three runs were used. For a fair comparison, we follow the 

ame approach to test our methods. Super_Cues_DiMP and ARSu- 

er_Cues_DiMP were evaluated on a single Nvidia Tesla V100 GPU 

nd the running speed are 17 FPS and 12 FPS respectively. Our code 

s available at: https://github.com/iminfine/trackingmulticues . 

.1. Training with stylised-dataset 

Super_DiMP models were trained using different combinations 

f datasets (as summarised in Table 1 ) to have different degrees 

f shape sensitivity. The performance of these trackers on three 

racking benchmarks, OTB-100, UAV123 and GOT-10K, is shown in 

able 2 . Except for Model_B on OTB-100, the results for Model_B 

nd Model_C are worse than those for Model_A, and the results 

or Model_D are better than for Model_A. This demonstrates that 

uper_DiMP model relies more heavily on texture cues than shape 

ues, but that slightly increasing its shape bias can highly improve 

ts robustness. 

.2. state-of-the-art comparison 2 

Fig. 5 a and b show results on the OTB-100 dataset [20] . De-

pite performance on this dataset becoming saturated during re- 

ent years, ARSuper_Cues_DiMP produces state-of-the-art result 

ith an AUC (success score) of 73.0 % . Super_Cues_DiMP outper- 

orms the baseline Super_DiMP by 1.4 % in terms of AUC and 2 %

n terms of precision. 

Fig. 5 c and d show results on the UAV123 dataset [69] . The

roposed tracker Super_Cues_DiMP outperforms the previous best 

pproaches, and achieves the new state-of-the-art results with an 

UC of 69.4 % and precision of 91.8 % . 

Results for NFS [21] are shown in Table 3 . It can be seen that

he performance ARSuper_Cues_DiMP is similar with the underline 
2 Note that using the raw results provided by the authors, we were unable to 

eproduce the scores reported for TrDiMP in [41] for the OTB-100, UAV123 and NFS 

atasets. Our different results are shown in Fig. 5 and Table 3 . 

0

r

S

7 
racker, ARSuper_DiMP. Super_Cues_DiMP achieves a success score 

f 65.6 % which is 0.9 percentage points higher than the underlying 

racker Super_DiMP. 

Results for the LaSOT dataset [22] are shown in Table 4 . AR- 

uper_Cues_DiMP achieves the state-of-the-art results with 66.7 % 

nd 75.2 % in success score and normalised precision score and 

uper_Cues_DiMP outperforms the underlying tracker Super_DiMP 

ith relative gains of 1.5 % and 2.2 % in these two metrics. 

For the results of Trackingnet dataset [62] , as shown in Table 5 ,

RSuper_Cues_DiMP outperforms the baseline ARSuper_DiMP by 

.4 % in terms of AUC and precision respectively which is compa- 

able with the state-of-the-art results. 

Results for the GOT-10K dataset [61] are shown in Table 6 . AR- 

uper_Cues_DiMP and Super_Cues_DiMP outperform their baseline 

https://github.com/iminfine/trackingmulticues
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Fig. 5. Success and Precision measured using the OTB-100 and UAV123 datasets. 

Table 7 

Comparison with State-of-the-art trackers on VOT2020. 

Arch. Tracker EAO A R 

Tracking-By- 

Detection 

ATOM [36] 27.1 46.2 73.4 

DiMP50 [15] 27.4 45.7 74.0 

OceanPlus [72] 49.1 70.0 74.2 

PRT [34] 53.0 70.0 86.9 

Ocean [73] 43.0 69.3 75.4 

Siammask [74] 32.1 62.4 64.8 

D3S [75] 43.9 69.9 76.9 

Super_DiMP [23] 30.5 47.7 78.6 

ARSuper_DiMP [19] 48.2 75.4 77.7 

Super_Cues_DiMP 30.3 47.9 77.5 

ARSuper_Cues_DiMP 49.6 72.7 80.7 

Others STMTrack [49] - - - 

TransT [48] 48.5 - - 

Siam R-CNN [56] 35.5 69.9 58.6 
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Table 8 

Results of ablation experiments using Super_Cues_DiMP 

on OTB-100 dataset. Shape means increasing shape sen- 

sitivity by adding the styled-training dataset in training. 

Motion means using the proposed motion method. 

Component Super_DiMP Proposed 

Shape 
√ √ 

Motion 
√ √ 

AUC 70.1 70.6 70.7 71.5 

FPS 27 27 17 17 
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5

rackers with relative gains of 0.4 % and 1 % respectively in term of

UC. 

For the results of VOT2020 [70] , as shown in Table 7 , ARSu-

er_Cues_DiMP outperforms the baseline ARSuper_DiMP by 1.4 % 

nd 3 % in terms of EAO and robustness respectively. 

Of all the Tracking-By-Detection trackers tested, ARSu- 

er_Cues_DiMP was the best performing on five out of seven 

atasets (OTB-100, NFS, LaSOT, Trackingnet, and GOT-10k). No 

ther Tracking-By-Detection method was best performing on more 

han one dataset, and for one of those benchmarks (UAV123) the 

est performing tracker was our other method, Super_DIM_DiMP. 

he results also show the proposed method to be more effective 

han other recent distractor-suppression methods such as KYS 

38] and Nocal-Siam [52] . 
8 
. Ablation study 

.1. Influence of different components 

To verify the contributions of each component in the pro- 

osed approach, we conducted ablation experiments using Su- 

er_Cues_DiMP on the OTB-100 dataset. As shown in Table 8 , the 

UC increases to 70.6 form 70.1 when styled-training data is used. 

imilarity, when the motion method is adopted in inference, the 

erformance increases to 70.7. The combination of the two parts 

chieves the best performance with AUC equal to 71.5. 

.2. Parameter sensitivity 

The proposed motion method employs a number of parameters: 

• The number of frames, n s , between resets of the Kalman filter, 

see Section 3.2 ; 
• The global threshold, g, applied to the score map to detect 

peaks caused by distractors, see Section 3.3 ; 
• The number of previous velocities, n p , used to detect near- 

linear motion of the target, see Section 3.3 ; 
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Table 9 

Evaluation of the sensitivity of the proposed motion predictor to pa- 

rameter values using the OTB-100 dataset. Note the value of g can 

not be more than 1, thus the factors in brackets are used to change 

its value. n p needs to be an integer, so its modified value is rounded 

up to the nearest integer value. Super_Cues_DiMP without the mo- 

tion module had an AUC equal to 70.6. Using the proposed motion 

module with the standard parameter values the AUC was equal to 

71.5. 

Parameter Standard AUC when value changed by: 

value ÷5 ÷2 ×2(1.05) ×5(1.15) 

n s 20 71.2 71.4 71.0 70.8 

g 0.85 70.4 70.6 71.3 70.8 

n p 5 70.6 70.9 71.5 70.9 

σa 10 70.6 71.4 71.2 70.9 

σg 0.5 70.8 71.4 71.3 71.2 
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Table 10 

The results of SiamFC and SiamFC++ trained with the same 

strategies used in Table 1 . 

(a) Results of four SiamFC models on three benchmarks. 

Name OTB-100 UAV123 GOT-10K 

AUC AUC AO 

Model_A 58.1 50.2 34.6 

Model_B 54.9 51.0 30.4 

Model_C 56.2 50.0 30.8 

Model_D 58.0 51.1 35.1 

(b) Results of four SiamFC + models on three benchmarks. 

Name OTB-100 UAV123 GOT-10K 

AUC AUC AO 

Model_A 62.8 58.9 53.8 

Model_B 65.3 59.3 51.7 

Model_C 63.5 57.6 52.9 

Model_D 64.2 60.3 54.1 
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• The standard deviation of the angles, σa , used to detect near- 

linear motion of the target, see Section 3.3 ; 
• The standard deviation of two-dimensional gaussian, σg , used 

to define the P (X ) , see Section 3.3 ; 

The effect these parameters have on the performance of the 

racker was evaluated by varying the value of one parameter while 

eeping the other parameters fixed at their default values. This ex- 

eriment was conducted using the OTB-100 dataset, and the re- 

ults are shown in Table 9 . 

The algorithm was tolerant to large changes in n s , and σg . How- 

ver, increasing the value of n s by a factor of 5 from its default

alue resulted in the prediction of the Kalman filter being unreli- 

ble due to the changes in trajectory of some targets. This in turn 

esulted in only a minor performance gain compared to the under- 

ying tracker alone. Using a vary small σg resulted in an AUC only 

arginally above that of the underlying tracker, which indicates 

hat when P (X ) is restricted to a very small region it can suppress

he value of S (X ) corresponding to the true target location. 

It can be seen that when the value of g was increased by a fac-

or of 1.05, or n p was increased by a factor of 5, from its default

alue, the algorithm still produced state-of-the art performance. 

owever, increasing either parameter further resulted in only a mi- 

or gain in performance. This is not surprising as the modification 

f the score map by the motion module (using Eq. (9) and (10) )

s less likely to be performed if n p or g is too large. Decreasing 

also reduced performance, and an extreme reduction in g could 

ead to worse performance than the underlying tracker alone. The 

core map may contain small amplitude peaks, especially if the 

elocity of the target changes suddenly. In such circumstance a 

mall value of g means that the proposed method is performed 

requently. However, due to the changing velocity of the target, the 

otion module predictions may be poor and not help to identify 

he true target location. When the value of n p was decreased by a 

actor of 5, only the last velocity was used to calculate the standard 

eviation, which was therefore always equal to zero. Consequently, 

he non-linear motion of the target was not detected and excluded, 

ausing a poor result. 

The tracker’s performance was tolerant to increases and de- 

reases in the value of σa . However when σa was too small 

he modification of the score map by the motion module (using 

q. (9) and (10) ) was rarely performed even for targets with pre- 

ictable, linear, trajectories. In contrast, when the value of σa was 

oo large, the modification of the score map by the motion mod- 

le was performed even when the target trajectory was erratic and 

he prediction unreliable. In both cases this lead to a reduction in 

erformance. 
9

.3. Qualitative evaluation 

Fig. 6 provides a qualitative comparison of Super_Cues_DiMP 

ith the baseline tracker Super_DiMP. The effects of training Su- 

er_DiMP to be more sensitive to shape cues are illustrated on 

he first row. When the target is fully occluded the classifier of 

uper_DiMP regards a distractor as the target, as shown in frame 

48. In contrast, the classifier of proposed tracker, due to the use of 

ore discriminative learned features, is not fooled by the distrac- 

or and is able to relocate the target after it reappears. Similarly, in 

he second row of Fig. 6 , even though the target object is not oc-

luded, Super_DiMP begins to track a distractor object, while the 

roposed tracker, due to its increased shape bias is able to track 

he target accurately. The effects of the motion module are illus- 

rated on the third row of Fig. 6 . In this example, Super_DiMP in-

orrectly starts to track a similar looking distractor in frame 32. 

owever, this distractor is moving left-to-right, while the true tar- 

et is moving right-to-left. The proposed tracker is able to use the 

otion of the target to avoid making the same mistake. 

. Transferability 

The experiments above are based on the discriminative tracker, 

uper_DiMP [23] . To test the transferability of our methods, we 

lso combined them with the famous generative tracker SiamFC 

24] and a current state-of-the-art generative tracker, SiamFC++ 

25] (the AlexNet version). The two trackers were trained using 

he training split of GOT-10K with the same strategies used in 

able 1 . The training details are shown in Appendix A . The result-

ng tracking performance, summarised in Table 10 , is generally bet- 

er for Model_D, which again demonstrates that slightly increasing 

he shape bias of a visual tracker can improve its robustness. In 

ontrast to the results for Super_DiMP ( Table 2 ), the worst results 

ere not always produced by Model_B and Model_C, suggesting 

hat the two generative trackers can make use of more shape in- 

ormation than the discriminative tracker Super_DiMP. 

Motion cues were integrated with the two new generative 

rackers trained using Model_D, using the methods set out in 

ection 3.1 . The global threshold g was set to 0.75 for SiamFC 

nd 0.65 for SiamFC++ and other hyper-parameters were kept at 

he standard values. Optimising the parameters carefully for each 

racker may result in better performance. The resulting methods 

ere evaluated on the OTB-100 and UAV123 dataset using a sin- 

le Nvidia Tesla V100 GPU. The speed of SiamFC and DaSiamRPN 

re around 210 FPS and 186 FPS respectively. When integrating 

he motion module, their speeds are 75 FPS and 64 FPS respec- 

ively. Different from the two proposed discriminative trackers, the 
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Fig. 6. Qualitative comparison of Super_DiMP and Super_Cues_DiMP on hard scenarios. Each row shows frames from a video: uav_car7 from UAV123, Girl2 from OTB-100, 

and Crowds from OTB-100. Note that the annotations provided with the UAV123 data, define the bounding box coordinates as NaNs when the target is out-of-frame or fully 

occluded, thus the ground truth bounding box is not shown in frame 248 of the video uav_car7 . Note that for uav_car7 and Crowds cropped regions of each video are shown 

to improve the visibility of the bounding boxes. 

Table 11 

Evaluation of proposed motion method with shape-sensitive generate trackers. 

Tracker OTB-100 UAV123 

Succ. Prec. Succ. Prec. 

SiamFC [24] Model_D 58.0 77.9 51.1 71.4 

Proposed 58.2 78.0 51.4 72.7 

Increment 0.2 0.1 0.3 1.3 

SiamFC + [25] Model_D 64.2 85.5 60.3 77.2 

Proposed 64.3 85.8 60.6 77.8 

Increment 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.6 
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ecrements of their speed are significant. The Kalman filter is exe- 

uted in CPU while the SEKD and underlying trackers run on GPU, 

he data transfer between CPU and GPU spends more time as the 

peed of underlying tracker increases. A GPU implementation of 

he Kalman filter may speed these trackers. As shown in Table 11 , 

he motion module improves the performance of both underlying 

rackers. The above results indicate our methods have the potential 

o be a general approach that could improve the performance for 

ost visual trackers. 

. Conclusions and future work 

This study focuses on improving the robustness of Tracking-by- 

etection trackers against distractors. We demonstrate that train- 

ng visual trackers to be more sensitive to shape cues can im- 

rove their performance and that motion prediction used in tra- 

itional trackers can still play an important role for modern track- 

rs. By making the appearance model more sensitive to shape cues 

n offline training and using the historical locations of the target 

o predict its future position during online inference, a novel dis- 

ractor suppression method was proposed which can be combined 

ith many existing trackers. Extensive experiments indicate the 

roposed methods have the potential to improve the performance 

f many exiting tracking algorithms, and when combined with a 

tate-of-the-art tracker the resulting tracker is shown to outper- 
10 
orm all popular state-of-the-art methods on the OTB-100, NFS, 

nd LaSOT datasets, and to produce performance that is compet- 

tive with the state-of-the-art on the UAV123, Trackingnet, GOT- 

0K, and VOT2020 datasets. 

Although the proposed approach has shown favorable results, 

he proposed motion method can only handle situations where the 

ovement of tracking target is near-linear and it is based on the 

alman filter which doesn’t employ the power of deep learning. 

uture work might explore a sophisticated network for both ap- 

earance and motion information. A two stage network might be 

seful where the first stage is used to learn target appearance and 

utput an appearance score map while the second stage exploit 

nformation about the past motion of the tracked target and other 

bjects in the surrounding scene to verify the result of first stage 

nd thus avoid wrongly identifying distractors as targets. For the 

econd stage, RC-VAE [76] might be useful as this method infers 

ontinuous time latent position and velocity trajectories given past 

rames and locations of objects. 
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ppendix A. Training details for SiamFC and SiamFC++ 

The four SiamFC models, and the four SiamFC++ models, were 

rained by the same approach that we trained Super_DiMP models 

s summarised in Table 1 . Model_A was trained using the stan- 

ard GOT-10K training set. Model_B was trained on the Stylised- 

OT-10K training set. Model_C was trained on a dataset contain- 

ng the images from both GOT-10K and Stylised-GOT-10K. Model_D 

as initialised with the weights of Model_C and then fine-tuning 

n GOT-10K. 

For SiamFC Model_D was fine-tuned for 35 epochs with learn- 

ng rate annealed geometrically at each epoch from 10 −3 to 10 −6 . 

he number of epochs was 50 for Model_A and Model_B and 25 

or Model_C. 

For SiamFC++ Model_D was fine-tuned with 1 warm up epoch 

ith learning rate linearly increased from 10 −7 to 2 × 10 −3 , then 

sing a cosine annealing learning rate schedule for the rest of 13 

pochs. The number of epochs was 20 for Model_A and Model_B 

nd 10 for Model_C. 

The other training hyperparameters used for each model were 

he same as the official settings [24,25] . 
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